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May 31, 2022 
 
To:  Anne Friend, Paid Leave Oregon 
From:  Paloma Sparks, Oregon Business & Industry 
RE:  OBI Comments on Batch 3 Rules  
 
 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the proposed rules related to benefits under the 
paid family and medical leave law on behalf of Oregon Business & Industry members. OBI is 
Oregon’s most comprehensive business association representing over 1,600 businesses that 
employ over 250,000 people. We represent multiple sectors and serve as the state’s Retail and 
Manufacturing Councils. 
 
First, we urge you to make sure that any rule adopted is not just beneficial to employees, but 
also addresses the needs of employers as they administer and track leaves. Even if an 
employer is operating with the state program, there will be various issues that need to be 
addressed. For example, employers need to get clear notice from employees who plan to go out 
on leave so that they can prepare. A leave that lasts four weeks is quite unlike a leave that lasts 
three days. Employers who are subject to the federal Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA) 
and/or Oregon Family Leave Act (OFLA) will face unique challenges. We simply ask that OED 
and Paid Leave Oregon staff consider the challenges employers, both large and small, will face 
with this program. 
 
We ask that you build some flexibility into how benefits are administered. Some hybrid 
approaches may make sense when it comes to benefit administration. For example, can an 
employer advance benefits through salary continuation and then seek reimbursement for the 
allowed benefit amount from the state or private plan? While this may not be a frequent 
occurrence, it would ease some of the burden on both employees and employers. 
 
471-070-1000 
 
This section is an example of where there may be confusion. The definitions here may work for 
the state plan administration but may not fit for equivalent plans. For example, in many 
situations a claim is established separate from application for equivalent plans. The process 
then begins and approval or denial happens after the initial notice of claim. The same is likely 
true where the need for leave is not foreseeable.  
 
We remain concerned about the approach that the division is taking to the “benefit year” 
definition and how it applies to employers and equivalent plans. This definition may make sense 
for employees covered by the state plan but it creates unnecessary complications for 
employees covered under an equivalent plan. For both those employers and employees, the 
benefit year should be specific to the employer. 
 
The definition of “work day” needs revision. It likely doesn’t matter if the employee is working 
hours at another job if they are not seeking leave for that job. So, it should be employer-specific, 



 
 

rather than encompassing all employers. We are also similarly concerned about the definition of 
“work week”. 
 
471-070-1010 
 
In some meetings the division has been clear that 471-070-1010 only applies to individuals 
operating under the state plan. It could create a lot of confusion as currently written. We ask that 
you specifically state that this rule only applies to claims filed with the state plan. Additionally, 
the intent behind (2) of this rule is unclear. For simplification purposes, we suggest: “An 
individual may not exceed 12 weeks of paid leave per child for purpose of caring for or bonding 
within the first year after birth or placement regardless if a new benefit year starts during the first 
year following birth and or placement.” 
 
471-070-1030 
 
As noted in OBI’s comments on the batch 4 rules from the rulemaking advisory committee 
process, we have significant concerns about how the division is approaching benefit allotments. 
In particular, we are alarmed by the extent to which the division proposes to control those issues 
even when an employee has a single employer and is covered by an equivalent plan. We 
believe the proposals in this rule create needless complexity. At a minimum, we believe that 
claims of under an equivalent plan should ensure employees get access to full benefits and 
rights but should be exclusively administered by the equivalent plan administrator. Equivalent 
plans should not be required to meet administrative burdens that are really only strictly related 
to state plan administration. 
 
471-070-1100 
 
This rule needs revision to clearly note that the application need only provide information related 
to the employer that the employee is going to be taking leave from. The way the rule is currently 
written suggests that employees would have to take leave from all employers at the same time 
despite the fact that other provisions of the rule state otherwise. Section (1)(c)((B) requirements 
seem to be in conflict with the intent under (1)(e)(A). Additionally, section (3) creates confusion 
and duplicative efforts that may be completely unnecessary. 
 
471-070-1230 
 
Administrative decisions that allow benefits to go forward should also contain the benefit amount 
in addition to the benefit duration as described in (3)(d). 
 
471-070-1310 
 
The penalty provisions in (8) of this rule presume notification after failing to notify within the first 
week. We ask that if an employee does not provide notice, by themselves or through a 
representative, the employer’s obligation to restore the individual to their former position are 
relieved. If an employee no-shows for a week and doesn’t inform the employer that they are 
taking leave, the employer should be protected if they replace that employee. While employers 
are concerned about costs, having to hold jobs open for employees who are indistinguishable 
from employees who simply walk off the job is truly problematic. 
 
 



 
 

471-070-1320 
 
This rule is a prime example of how the realities of employer-employee relations must be 
recognized. Some employers have rules about outside employment – it probably doesn’t make 
sense to notify the employer unless the employee is requesting leave from that employer. 
Additionally, it could create unnecessary strife if an employer is informed that the employee has 
another job. Section (3) of the rule creates needless burdens and complications. If there is a 
circumstance where an employee has a complicated employment or leave scenario, we urge 
the division to create an exception process rather than requiring all employers and employees 
engage in a complicated process that provides no real benefit to either. We ask that you delete 
(3) from the rule. 
 
471-070-1440 
 
Rather than requiring this complicated process, we think a simpler approach makes more 
sense. If an employee’s benefits are paid out of multiple equivalent plans or an equivalent plan 
and the state plan, there should be a way for the equivalent plan to get reimbursement for 
overpayment if they demand it rather than creating an excessively complicated reporting 
requirement. In most cases, the equivalent plan or employer isn’t likely to care if the employee 
has gotten more payment than they might have otherwise if only employed by one employer. 
While the statute says you must adopt rules, it is not so prescriptive that you could not explore 
other ways of achieving the same essential goal. 
 
Thank you for considering our comments. I am happy to discuss them in more detail if needed. 
 
 
 
 
 

 


